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The storm we all The storm we all 
feared would feared would 

arrive one dayarrive one day……
It approached New Orleans It approached New Orleans 
as an unprecedented as an unprecedented 
Category 5 hurricane, with Category 5 hurricane, with 
storm surges of up to 53 storm surges of up to 53 
feetfeet
We witnessed the biggest We witnessed the biggest 
mass evacuation of New mass evacuation of New 
Orleans in its history and Orleans in its history and 
everyone hoped for the everyone hoped for the 
bestbest…….and waited. .and waited. 
Many realized it would be a Many realized it would be a 
major test of our disaster major test of our disaster 
relief capabilities; on par relief capabilities; on par 
with anything that had with anything that had 
collectively struck the collectively struck the 
United States in our United States in our 
lifetimes.lifetimes.



As the hurricane made landfall forecasters As the hurricane made landfall forecasters 
downgraded it to a Category 3 storm.  Similar downgraded it to a Category 3 storm.  Similar 
storms had struck the New Orleans area in storms had struck the New Orleans area in 
1915, 1947, and in 1965. 1915, 1947, and in 1965. 



Around 6 AM on August 29Around 6 AM on August 29thth the 9 ft storm the 9 ft storm 
surge swept into the Inner Harbor Navigation surge swept into the Inner Harbor Navigation 
Canal area, engulfing the Entergy Power Plant Canal area, engulfing the Entergy Power Plant 
area with waves up to 17 ft high.area with waves up to 17 ft high.



Miles of levees just disappeared:Miles of levees just disappeared: MRGO leveeMRGO levee
completely washed away about two miles southeast completely washed away about two miles southeast 
of Bayou Dupree.of Bayou Dupree.



1717thth Street Drainage Street Drainage 
Canal breachCanal breach

The 17th Street canal The 17th Street canal 
had walls had walls 
supposedly built to supposedly built to 
14 ft above MGL 14 ft above MGL 
(actually 12.1 ft)(actually 12.1 ft)
The highest flow it The highest flow it 
had ever experienced had ever experienced 
was between 6 and 7 was between 6 and 7 
ft MGLft MGL
It began failing when It began failing when 
water got to 8.5 ft.water got to 8.5 ft.



EPA, 2005

Embankment moved 51 ft

Embankment moved 51 ft

The most recently constructed elements The most recently constructed elements 
of the cityof the city’’s flood control infrastructure, s flood control infrastructure, 
built in the 1990s, performed miserably.built in the 1990s, performed miserably.



London Avenue (North) breachLondon Avenue (North) breach

Similar failure mechanism as 17Similar failure mechanism as 17thth St CanalSt Canal



New Orleans neighborhoods were filled with New Orleans neighborhoods were filled with 
as much as 12 feet of water, for up to 6 weeks  as much as 12 feet of water, for up to 6 weeks  



Katrina left New Orleans under water, creating the worst Katrina left New Orleans under water, creating the worst 
flood in American history and the most expensive flood in American history and the most expensive 
disaster, causing disaster, causing $24 billion$24 billion in claims to the in claims to the National National 
Flood Insurance ProgramFlood Insurance Program and and $200 billion$200 billion in overall in overall 
damage.damage.



New Orleans

U.S. DamsU.S. Dams



MEDIA COVERAGE OF KATRINAMEDIA COVERAGE OF KATRINA
The media swiftly deployed their The media swiftly deployed their best best 
correspondentscorrespondents into harminto harm’’s way to report s way to report 
on conditions.  on conditions.  Live streaming via satelliteLive streaming via satellite
and video phone has changed viewerand video phone has changed viewer’’s s 
expectations of being able to witness expectations of being able to witness 
historic events when they occur historic events when they occur 
The media depends on The media depends on cuing cuing from: 1) from: 1) 
government agencies and officials; 2) the government agencies and officials; 2) the 
public (via cell phones and epublic (via cell phones and e--mail); or, 3) mail); or, 3) 
from other media outlets (local affiliates, from other media outlets (local affiliates, 
wire services, and esp. wire services, and esp. newspapersnewspapers)  )  



MEDIA COVERAGE OF KATRINAMEDIA COVERAGE OF KATRINA
President BushPresident Bush was was 
criticized for not leaving criticized for not leaving 
his Texas ranch soon his Texas ranch soon 
enough to convene enough to convene 
meetings with FEMAmeetings with FEMA
Mayor Ray Mayor Ray NaginNagin was was 
criticized for not using criticized for not using 
school busses to help in school busses to help in 
the evacuation; for an the evacuation; for an 
allegedly corrupt police allegedly corrupt police 
department; and inability department; and inability 
to maintain control when a to maintain control when a 
few snipers allegedly took few snipers allegedly took 
pot shots at emergency pot shots at emergency 
respondersresponders



MEDIA IMPACTS MEDIA IMPACTS 
Like it or not, emergency planners, Like it or not, emergency planners, 
responders, and investigators are responders, and investigators are 
married to the commercial mediamarried to the commercial media
We have to work with the media to We have to work with the media to 
educate people:educate people: to warn or alert them, to warn or alert them, 
and then to continually advise them in and then to continually advise them in 
the wake of a disasterthe wake of a disaster
Media coverage controls the publicMedia coverage controls the public’’s s 
perception of the severity of any event; perception of the severity of any event; 
e.g. loss of 26% domestic oil supply and e.g. loss of 26% domestic oil supply and 
impact on sales of SUVs. impact on sales of SUVs. 



The media loves images that communicate The media loves images that communicate 
technical informationtechnical information……..like our description of like our description of 
New Orleans as New Orleans as ““the big the big pumperpumper”” in lieu of in lieu of 
““the big easythe big easy..””



One picture is worth 1000 words…this 
graphic appeared in the New York Times
shortly after we sketched it up for a reporter.



Everyone loves old mapsEveryone loves old maps……



The ‘smoking gun’ graphic, discovered by Professor Joe Suyhada at 
LSU. Overlay of 1872 map by Valery Sulakowski on the 1937 WPA map, 
showing the 1872 shoreline and sloughs (in blue) along Lake 
Pontchartrain.  The position of the 2005 breach along the east side of 
the 17th Street Canal is indicated by the red arrow.  



Incipient failureIncipient failure
Tilted flood wall Tilted flood wall 
opposite the opposite the 
London Avenue London Avenue 
North breach, at North breach, at 
Robert E. Lee Robert E. Lee 
Blvd.Blvd.
Forensic Forensic 
scientists learn scientists learn 
more from a more from a 
partial failure than partial failure than 
a complete one, a complete one, 
because much of because much of 
the critical the critical 
evidence remainsevidence remains



The tilting wall The tilting wall 
controversycontroversy

The NSF team The NSF team 
assuaged that the assuaged that the 
bend in the flood bend in the flood 
wall on the west wall on the west 
((unfailedunfailed) side of ) side of 
the 17the 17thth St Canal St Canal 
was evidence of was evidence of 
an incipient failurean incipient failure
The Corps didnThe Corps didn’’t t 
initially agree initially agree 
publiclypublicly



The Corps of The Corps of 
Engineers Engineers 

closed doors closed doors 
and the media and the media 

opened opened 
themthem……

When the Corps of Engineers 
denied site access to the NSF 
forensic team on a variety of 
technicalities, an article in the 
New York Times quickly broke the 
impasse and a more cooperative 
atmosphere ensued



Drilling at last, in Drilling at last, in 
FebruaryFebruary

After months of After months of 
waiting, we were waiting, we were 
thrilled to be drilling thrilled to be drilling 
and sampling around and sampling around 
the failed leveesthe failed levees
We soon learned that We soon learned that 
the foundation the foundation 
conditions beneath  conditions beneath  
New Orleans were New Orleans were 
both unusual and both unusual and 
treacheroustreacherous
Former Corps Former Corps 
employees provided employees provided 
the technical expertise the technical expertise 
our team needed our team needed 



Drilling in a swamp environment.Drilling in a swamp environment. It took us It took us 
three tries to get one successful sample of three tries to get one successful sample of 
the basal slip surface at each place we drilledthe basal slip surface at each place we drilled



C14 dates and depths suggest a rapidly filling C14 dates and depths suggest a rapidly filling 
paludalpaludal environment during the late Holocene environment during the late Holocene 

Age of Deposits vs. Depth in Vicinity of 17th St. Canal Breach
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Headlines always tend 
to oversimplify 
complex situations.  
We had only been 
drilling three days 
when this headline hit 
the Times-Picayune; 
and the Corps’
investigators were all 
over me wondering 
how I conclude so 
much from just one or 
two borings….when 
they had been drilling 
hundreds of holes.



The slip surfaceThe slip surface

Sampling the slip surface Sampling the slip surface 
was only the first hurdlewas only the first hurdle
Shear testing of this Shear testing of this 
toothpaste consistency toothpaste consistency 
paludalpaludal clay proved far clay proved far 
more difficultmore difficult
The results eventually The results eventually 
showed a peak shear showed a peak shear 
strength of 50 strength of 50 psfpsf, , 
degrading to zero after a degrading to zero after a 
half inch of rotationhalf inch of rotation



This fairly sophisticated geologic cross section through This fairly sophisticated geologic cross section through 
the 17the 17thth Street Canal breach was faithfully reproduced Street Canal breach was faithfully reproduced 
by the by the TimesTimes--PicayunePicayune.  It illustrates the actual versus .  It illustrates the actual versus 
inferred depths of the pervious swamp deposits in inferred depths of the pervious swamp deposits in 
vicinity of the failure.vicinity of the failure.



WestWest--toto--east geologic cross section through the 17east geologic cross section through the 17thth Street Canal Street Canal 
failure approximately 60 feet north of Spencer Avenue.  A detailfailure approximately 60 feet north of Spencer Avenue.  A detailed ed 
sketch of the basal rupture surface is shown above right.  sketch of the basal rupture surface is shown above right.  
The slip surface was about one inch thick with a high moisture cThe slip surface was about one inch thick with a high moisture content ontent 
(watery ooze).  A zone of mixing 3 to 4 inches thick lay above t(watery ooze).  A zone of mixing 3 to 4 inches thick lay above this.  his.  
Numerous pieces of cypress wood, up to 2 inches diameter, were Numerous pieces of cypress wood, up to 2 inches diameter, were 
sheared off along the basal rupture surface. sheared off along the basal rupture surface. 



Resolving a technical disputeResolving a technical dispute……
You have to have the right You have to have the right 

phone numberphone number……
We weren’t getting anywhere with the 
Corps dueling in the New Orleans Times-
Picayune and NSF was getting heat from 
Capitol Hill…

Finally, a breakthrough.  One of my former PhD students Finally, a breakthrough.  One of my former PhD students 
was a LCOL teaching at West Point.  I asked him for a phone was a LCOL teaching at West Point.  I asked him for a phone 
number contact for General number contact for General StrockStrock, and soon learned that , and soon learned that 
one of his old classmates was the generalone of his old classmates was the general’’s Chief of Staff in s Chief of Staff in 
Washington, DC.Washington, DC.

A few minutes later I was on my cell phone talking to him; A few minutes later I was on my cell phone talking to him; 
engineer to engineer, explaining what our concerns were. engineer to engineer, explaining what our concerns were. 
We suggested a two day site visit We suggested a two day site visit without media escortwithout media escort, and , and 
the character of the relationship between the Corps and the the character of the relationship between the Corps and the 
NSF team changed permanently, for the better.  NSF team changed permanently, for the better.  



Poor performancePoor performance: Skeleton of : Skeleton of steel steel sheetpilesheetpile
cutoff wallscutoff walls is all that remains of the is all that remains of the MRGO MRGO 
leveelevee between Bayou between Bayou BienvenueBienvenue and Bayou and Bayou 
DupreeDupree
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The key to levees surviving The key to levees surviving 
overtopping is the clay overtopping is the clay 
content.  Much of the content.  Much of the 
dredged material consisted dredged material consisted 
of organic silt, which did of organic silt, which did 
not have substantive not have substantive 
cohesioncohesion

The Corps ended up importing the appropriate clay from The Corps ended up importing the appropriate clay from 
central Mississippi in barges at $85 a cubic yard.central Mississippi in barges at $85 a cubic yard.



Press ConferencesPress Conferences
The NSF Team briefed the The NSF Team briefed the 
media formally on Mon May media formally on Mon May 
2222ndnd. We were told we could . We were told we could 
no longer use the term no longer use the term 
““NSFNSF”” to describe our team, to describe our team, 
and were to call ourselves and were to call ourselves 
the the ““BerkeleyBerkeley--led team.led team.””
Only one city councilman Only one city councilman 
attended. attended. 
We briefed the State We briefed the State 
legislature the next day.  legislature the next day.  
Only one representative Only one representative 
stayed till the conclusion stayed till the conclusion 
and spoke to us afterwards.and spoke to us afterwards.
Our report got front page Our report got front page 
stories in stories in LA TimesLA Times and and New New 
Orleans TimesOrleans Times--PicayunePicayune, but , but 
page 5 in page 5 in New York TimesNew York Times



Article in NatureArticle in Nature

The article in Nature The article in Nature 
on June 1on June 1stst carried carried 
an interview with me an interview with me 
about my about my 
assignment as the assignment as the 
geologist on the NSF geologist on the NSF 
team working down team working down 
in New Orleansin New Orleans
I offered a fairly I offered a fairly 
pessimistic pessimistic 
assessment, based assessment, based 
on poor attendance on poor attendance 
and political and political 
response to the response to the 
press conferences press conferences 



Most everyone ended up Most everyone ended up 
agreeing on all the major agreeing on all the major 

pointspoints
Between late May and late October Between late May and late October 
four additional forensic reports were four additional forensic reports were 
released.  All of these agreed with the released.  All of these agreed with the 
basic failure mechanisms proposed basic failure mechanisms proposed 
in the May 22in the May 22ndnd NSF panel report, NSF panel report, 
after months of arguing and intrigue.after months of arguing and intrigue.



As scientists, we must court the mediaAs scientists, we must court the media
The television media covers the The television media covers the 
““breaking newsbreaking news”” as never before as never before 
Those stories can install public Those stories can install public 
confidence or hinder itconfidence or hinder it
Most of the commercial media Most of the commercial media 
view themselves as purveyors of view themselves as purveyors of 
truthful informationtruthful information
News networks are profitNews networks are profit--oriented oriented 
corporations operating in a highly corporations operating in a highly 
competitive marketplace, butcompetitive marketplace, but
Courting positive media coverage Courting positive media coverage 
has become an essential aspect has become an essential aspect 
of disaster response and of disaster response and 
mobilizing public opinion to mobilizing public opinion to 
foment change.  foment change.  



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS
Media coverageMedia coverage is is ESSENTIALESSENTIAL to the success to the success 
or failure of societyor failure of society’’s emergency responses emergency response
The media tends to search out stories that elicit The media tends to search out stories that elicit 
emotional responsesemotional responses or or show graphic imagesshow graphic images
to spike their viewing audience. Scientists need to spike their viewing audience. Scientists need 
to provide meaningful graphicsto provide meaningful graphics
Media market consultants recognize that Media market consultants recognize that 
viewers tend to select one channel over all viewers tend to select one channel over all 
others during any important event; others during any important event; so they so they 
expend considerable effort covering these expend considerable effort covering these 
unusual eventsunusual events
The media loves scientists who provide The media loves scientists who provide 
simplistic explanations of complex situations simplistic explanations of complex situations 



This lecture will be posted atThis lecture will be posted at

www.umr.edu/~rogersdawww.umr.edu/~rogersda/levees/levees

in .in .pdfpdf format for easy downloadingformat for easy downloading
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